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The first full term of

2021 has been

incredibly successful

and I would like to

express my gratitude

and admiration for our

amazing students and

staff. I would also

like to thank all

parents and carers for

their continued support.

I hope that you all

enjoy a wonderful

Easter.

Stay safe everyone.

We look forward to

welcoming students

back on Monday 12th

April.

Very best wishes,

Mr. M. Gordon

(Headteacher).

Soon we will be saying

goodbye to our brilliant

Y11s and we are very

confident that they will

perform superbly in the

summer. A lot of our

work is going in to

preparing the students

to the highest possible

standard for their exams

and also ensuring that

the transition to

college is a smooth one.

Out Y11s are great role

models for the younger

students in school, who

see the success that

these students are

having, and work hard to

emulate them.

In addition to academic

success, all of the

charity work, pastoral

and well-being work,

sporting achievements

and general

contributions to the

local and wider

communities make me

very proud to lead such a

brilliant school.

Even throughout the

latest national

lockdown, the Horizon

School has remained

open, in order to provide

the highest standard of

education possible, for

our students. Since

returning from half

term, we have increased

our testing of students

and staff, and we

continue to socially

distance in school to

keep everyone safe.

Over the last term, there

has been a real focus on

preparation for the

summer term as we look

towards the future.

Hello Everyone,

as we approach the end

of the Spring Term, I

would like to share

with you, a number of

success stories. Whilst

COVID 19 continues to

present challenges to

us all, the fact that

this school has

continued to thrive in

the manner in which it

has, is a real testament

to the hard work and

dedication of students,

parents, carers and

staff.

Our new and improved Facebook page - The Horizon School Hartlepool is now

up and running. Please follow us for up -to-date information and news.

Monday 3rd May school will be closed for bank holiday

MOnday 31st May - sunday 6th may school will be closed for half

term

friday 18th june - last day for year 11's

thursday 12th august year 11 results day
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In addition to student testing the government

are also offering twice-weekly testing using

lateral flow self-test kits, for free to all

families and households of school children,

including childcare and support bubbles.

Education Secretary Gavin Williamson said:

'Testing family members will provide yet

another layer of reassurance to parents and

education staff that schools are as safe as

possible'.

All Horizon School families are entitled to

receive these free tests. Unfortunately we

cannot provide these tests for you, however,

they can be ordered online via

www.gov.co.uk/order -coronavirus -rapid -

lateral -flow -tests

or from a local testing site.

LOCAL TESTING SITES

Mill House Leisure Centre on Raby Road.

Anyone who is aged 18 or over who lives or

works in Hartlepool and who does not have

COVID symptoms can get a test and is

encouraged to do so (except people who are

shielding).

Testing is an additional tool, it is important for

us all to remember other precautionary

measures including social distancing, hand

wasing and face covering.

The Horizon School are holding our

Easter Egg Appeal, in collaboration with

the Hartlepool Food Bank. It is our wish

that every child in Hartlepool, receives

an Easter Egg this year. We have

already received hundreds of eggs from

very generous donations, in particular

Tesco’s on Wiltshire Way, Throston,

Hartlepool.

.

Headteacher Mr Gordon said “We are

very proud to work with the brilliant

people at Hartlepool Food Bank, who

put so much time, effort and care into

supporting the people of Hartlepool.

This appeal, along with our Christmas

appeal and Food Bank, really makes a

difference to the community and I am

incredibly proud of the difference that

it makes. Our core values are all about

care and consideration and I am

delighted we can use these values to

support others. I am so grateful for the

donations that we have already received

and would like to thank those who have

donated. If anyone else would like to

make a donation, it would be gratefully

received and these small gestures go a

very long way”.

The appeal is still active, so if anyone

would like to make a further donation

to this effort, please drop any Easter

Eggs off at the Horizon School, Brierton

Lane.

Since our return to school on Monday 8th

March staff and students have taken rapid

COVID-19 tests regularly.

Testing has played a vital role in the

country's response to coronavirus and the

reopening of schools. Although cases are

declining, we all need to play our part to

keep the virus under control while keeping

children and young people safe and IN

school.

Approximately one third of individuals with

Coronavirus show no symptoms and are

potentially spreading it without knowing.

Regular testing means more positive cases

are found and prevented from entering

schools and colleges, helping to keep

educational settings safe.

Over the Easter holidays students will NEED

to test themselves at home TWICE per

week. Each student has been given a

COVID-19 Self-Test Kit which includes seven

home tests and full instructions on how to

administer tests and report the results.

ALL TEST RESULTS MUST BE REPORTED TO

THE NHS USING THE INSTRUCTIONS IN

THE KIT.

POSITIVE RESULTS MUST BE REPORTED

TO SCHOOL VIA EMAIL

admin@horizonschool.co.uk

It is really important that any POSITIVE

results upto Tuesday 30th March are

reported to school, this is because positive

results up to that point may mean that the

student was symptomatic while at school

and their close contacts would need to

isolate at home.

Self-test kits are ONLY to be used for

students who are not displaying any

symptoms of COVID-19. Anyone displaying

symptoms should book a PCR test online or

by calling 119.

www.gov.uk/get -coronavirus -test
Our Haven students with some of
the Easter Eggs we have received
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Want to join the conversation on what

#LonelinessLooksLike?

A recent survey by the Great Get Together found

that 97% of participants think loneliness will be a

growing or continued issue in the months ahead.

Help raise awareness by sharing your story of

what #LonelinessLooksLike to you - it could help

others recognise their own feelings and feel more

connected, and encourage more people to speak

up too!

Take part now:

www.greatgettogether.org/lonelinesslookslike

#LetsTalkLoneliness

.

How do I access Kooth?

All of Kooth's services are available online

www.kooth.com

What are the Key Features?

-121 Chat service. Chat sessions are

available once a week for upto 1 hour

- Browse the Kooth Magazine

- Discussion Boards

- Activities to help with wellbeing

You're never alone, don't be afriad to speak

up. Everyone needs support sometimes -

and if you do, Kooth is here for you!!!!

For further information on how Kooth could

help you, please visit our website or speak to

our Wellbeing Champion, Miss Pout.

We are incredibly pleased with
the outstanding work that

Reactive Design have put in to
making our new website
modern, professional and

reflective of the quality of
education that we provide.

Please head over to our new
website

https://horizonschool.co.uk

This website is for YOU so if
there is anything you can't find
or any feedback you would
like to give please contact

Miss Hargin

We are delighted to launch our
brand new website and we hope
you find it very informative and
useful in finding out about all the
great things we at Horizon School

Hartlepool have to offer our
students.

As part of our mental health offer we have

been working in partnership with Andrew

Poinen, (Kooth Engagement Lead). Andrew

was able to offer an online session introducing

our students to Kooth, what it is, how to access

it and a demonstration of some of its key

features.

What is Kooth?

Kooth is a free anonymous online counselling

and emotional wellbeing service tailored to

young people aged 11-18 years, up to their 19th

birthday (also up to 25 years for targeted

young people leaving care and NEETS).

Kooth offers online text based counselling 365

days of the year; as well as peer support

through moderated forums and articles.

Counsellors are qualified experienced

professionals and are online from 12pm-10pm

weekdays and 6pm-10pm weekends. Our online

counselling service has been accredited by the

British Association of Psychotherapy and

Counselling (BACP).

Young people can access Kooth.com without a

referral. Our forums are moderated by our

team to ensure young people maintain

anonymity and to ensure support is positive

and supportive. We encourage young people to

also write for our articles to provide them a

space to share their experiences and creativity.

Kooth helps to reduce the waiting times for

young people seeking help whilst removing the

stigma around mental health and accessing
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“When I Grow Up, I Want to Be A Princess.”

Or Do You?

Like many little girls, growing up I wanted to be
a Princess, marry my handsome prince and live
happily ever after. But eventually, we grow up
and realise that this fantasy is not only naïve
but practically impossible. However, there has
been a few known members of the royal family

who have lived the fantasy so many of us
dreamed of when we were growing up.

But the question I would like to know is, is it all
tiaras and ballgowns? Or is there a darker side to
our monarchy and what does marrying into such

a family actually mean?

I’m sure dear reader you are aware of what’s
being going on in the world as of late, in regards
to the royal family. Prince Harry and his wife

Meghan Markle have recently came out with an
interview with Oprah, explaining not only their
roles and experience within the royal household,
but more importantly, why they decided to take a

step back. The interview has stirred a lot of
speculation and been a topic of controversy not
only just for our nation, but worldwide. There

were a lot of allegations made against
Buckingham palace or more specifically the
“firm”. One of the key topics of conversation
within the interview was Meghan’s struggles
with her mental health, which many believe

resembles Lady Diana’s interview with Martin
Bashir in 1995, thus leading many to question the

authenticity of Meghan’s claims. Written by Shannon S-D
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Mental Health - Unravelled
Helping you to understand a different issue in every issue!!!

After reflecting both on Lady Diana’s
experience, as well as Meghan Markle’s, it also
occurred to me how alike these two women

actually are. Is it a coincidence? Or is it merely
a reflection of royal life and the consequences of

being a part of such a prestigious family.

Both Diana and Meghan entered their
marriages as non-royals, but still quite well to

do in their own respect. Meghan being a
successful actress and Diana working as a

nursery teacher, despite her aristocratic family.
Both women have claimed a decline in their
mental health after their marriages into

royalty, due to the lack of support they were
given from this “firm”, said to be senior

members of staff.

The British press, has been blamed for playing a
part in both women’s downfall. From the

beginning of Meghan and Harry's courtship, it
has been known that the tabloids have not held
back with their headlines. Often painting the
picture of Kate Middleton being the faultless
and ideal future queen, subsequently implying
that Meghan has some kind of ulterior motive,
bringing in accusations of her being “hungry for
fame” “in it for the money”, and some journalists

went as far as to bring race into the
conversation. Headlines reading “straight outta

Compton” that Meghan is not “well-bred
enough” or is not well “dignified “to be our

princess.

Princess Diana also had a turbulent relationship
with the press. Despite how much she was loved
they always seemed too unpredictable. In her
interview with Mr Bashir, Lady Spencer

explained that “the higher the media put you, the
higher the drop.”

Pregnancy is what both women describe to be the
turning point in their mental wellbeing, and more
importantly, its withdrawal. Princess Diana was
very vocal in her interview, about her post-natal

depression. In which led to her well-known
destructive eating patterns, Diana had said that
it was at this point her bulimia had started to

take over her life.

Again, much like Diana, Meghan told Oprah about
the depression she experienced whilst being

pregnant with Archie. She explained how she was
kept inside, unable to go anywhere and most often
alone, whilst Prince Harry was doing his duty as a
working member of the royals. This isolation as
well as other factors was the reason, she had

suicidal thoughts.

Both of these women have expressed the lack of
support they were given from the establishment
they married into during their times of need. It
then begs the question, is it really worth envying
these women? Because what we have been told so
far, the reality of royal life, is far from a fairy-

tale.

Megan Markle & Princess Diana

during their expose interviews

Princess Diana talking to an adoring

fan

Princess Diana was pursued

relentlessly by the press, including in

the moments before the crash that

killed her.
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Due to the pandemic young people and

adults alike are dealing with massive

changes to our lives from being tested for

COVID on the regular to being in full

blown lockdown. This article will deal with

how to cope with change and how change

can affect our lives.

Change is nothing new in our lives, it is

essential for us to grow and learn as we

become older. So how come some of us

take so badly to change?

This can be due to a number of reasons

including: loss of control, excess

uncertainty, holding on to the past. The

main reason isn’t even about the situation

itself but due to our biology.

The human brain is wired for survival, and

our brain naturally sees change as a

potential warning sign of danger. Just

think back to our tribal days living on the

land. Noticing that the bush over there

doesn’t look like it did yesterday was the

difference between being attacked and

killed or surviving.

Even though our modern world is

generally safer, our ability to read

differences in our environment is still

deeply tied to our survival. So change

creates a subtle sense of unease, even when

we are excited about the change.

Another aspect is that our brain is designed

to create habits. When we do behaviours

over and over again, the basal ganglia

routinises the behaviour so that it doesn’t

have to take up energy in our neocortex,

the thinking part of our brain. Often,

change requires us to let go of an old,

comfortable well-grooved habit while we

form the new one. New behaviours can be

awkward and uncomfortable until we get

to the 40-60 repetitions it takes for a habit

to be fully formed. Once we change the

habit our fear declines.
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Written by Lucy B

DEALING WITH CHANGE

https://horizonschool.co.uk

So how can we reduce our fear of change?

Well we can start by asking ourselves

some questions such as:

• Is my reaction justified?

• Is the level of my reaction justified by

the facts?

• Am I overreacting?

• Am I misinterpreting?

• Is there another way to look at this?

• Are there parts of this change that I

can control?

• Would more information help me

cope better with this change?

1. Learn where to take control and

where to let go.

Sometimes we try to change something

over which we have no control. Other

times we don’t take a stand. We don’t

make a choice when we have the ability

to. You can be angry that it’s raining

(there’s no controlling the weather) and

angry that you’re getting wet (your clothes

are getting ruined!), or you can choose to

use an umbrella. Take control and make

choices where you can, let go where you

can’t.

2. Resist victim thinking

Sometimes, we all play the victim when

things don’t go our way. After a

distressing event, or due to childhood

woes, you may come to believe that you

are destined to struggle, have bad luck, or

be held captive by your own limiting

beliefs. Is this all someone else's fault?

Even if you had the slightest part of this

experience, taking note that you were part

of it, can give you the freedom to learn

from this and move forward.

3. Positive thinking will steer you in

the right direction.

Positive self-talk is a great way to sort

through feelings and make honest

statements to yourself about the change

you are going through. It can also help

you break through negativity and doubt

that can stop you in your track. Positive

self-talk can help you gain some control

of the change you’re going through.

4. Remember the 4 R’s

Relax

Find ways to relax. Try deep breathing.

Try meditating. Take time off from your

problems. Don’t think about them all the

time. Exercise and commit to a healthy

lifestyle that includes plenty of rest. And

always try to maintain a sense of humour.

Reflect

Reflect on what is happening. Don’t try to

hide or discount your feelings – both

good and bad. But understand the power

that negative feelings can have. Negative

thoughts and feelings can spread to the

people around you. Seek support from

others. Don’t be critical of how someone

else is dealing with change. Use any

available resources to help you sort out

what you’re going through. It is smart to

ask for help.

Reassess

Assess your feelings. Separate what you

know from what you don’t know. Ignore

rumours. They only increase stress. Let go

of guilt about what could have been done.

Create a new vision of yourself and

highlight the positives.

Rehearse

Do you need to deal with something

stressful? Think about possible questions,

how you’d answer them. What you would

like to say about what’s going on?

Rehearsing helps lower stress and anxiety.

Ritualise

Keep your life as normal as possible.

Maintain your routine. Keep regular

family activities. Seek comfort in the

things that haven’t changed in your life.

Seeking out the familiar is an instant

stress reliever.

5. Seek Help

Sometimes it can help to talk to someone

you trust about how you are feeling. A

friend or family member could help to

ease your fears. If your thoughts are

overwhelming and take over your normal

routines you should seek professional

help.
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My future
Welcome to My Future,

We were saddened to have to cancel our futures week earlier this term due to the national lockdown, but that didn't
mean that your future wasn't still of the utmost importance to us. We have been busy bringing you all the up-to-date
information across the town and the North East through the power of technology. If you haven't already done so then please
follow The Horizon School Hartlepool on Facebook as we post and share lots of opportunities on there.. We also have a
dedicated CEIAG page on our new website where I will be sharing all the latest virtual events and signposting you to the
fantastic colleges, apprenticeships and traineehips that are available in our area.

As we approach the final term of 20/21 I am delighted to say that all of our Year 11 students have applied for their
next destination and with the help of Sue Willis (Work Advisor for the Job Centre) they all have an up to date CV ready for
future applications, This edition of My Future is all about Sue's top tips for success.

Mrs K Proudlock - Careers Lead

Aspire, believe, succeed

Confidence comes from being prepared

At school its not just about GCSES its

about learning life skills. If you had a

successful business and wanted an

apprentice who would you employ?

Good attitude

Polite / keen & willing to learn/ team

player

Good skills

Punctuality & attendance / meeting

deadlines

Good qualifications

GCSES/BTECS/Functional Skills

It is time to think seriously about your

skills, your attitude and your grades.

Where and what do YOU want to be.

Don't think of what your friends are

doing but what YOU want to do in the

future!!

How can social media affect your

future?

Did you know SOCIAL MEDIA IS NOT

JUST SOCIAL ????

Did you know 78% of employers

recruit online?

What would employers think of your

profile?

Did you know employers often use

social media for screening applicants?

BE AWARE OF WHAT YOU SHARE

How can your email address affect

your future?

Do you have a suitable email address?

If you are in year 11 you will need an

email address as some of the

correspondence from the

college/training providers may be sent

to you through an email.

If you need to make an email make

sure it is suitable and not inappropriate

or silly. This will be one of the first

impressions that the college gets of

you. Also make a note of your

password somewhere safe, it’s a good

idea to keep this on your notes on

your phone.

How is COVID 19 affecting Post 16

applications?

In these strange times even the

process of applying to college has

changed. Students are applying the

same way via a paper based form or

on-line, but interviews at the moment

are being held over the phone. This is

nothing to worry about, it is a very

informal chat, usually asking you

questions about why you may have

made your course choice.

How can I visit colleges before I make a

decision?

Unfortunately at this time it is not

possible to visit colleges in person.

All colleges and Post 16 training

providers are holding on-line virtual

sessions. This may include college tours

or taster sessions.

It will be very beneficial to all of our

year 11 students or their parents/carers

to do some research into their chosen

course. It will be very helpful and

informative if you keep checking the

college websites for times and dates for

up-coming virtual events, sometimes

you may be asked to register an

expression of interest.

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW

www.hartlepoolfe.ac.uk

Hartlepool College of FE

www.hpoolsfc.ac.uk

Hartlepool Sixth Form College

www.emshartlepool.org/sixth-form

English Martyrs Sixth Form College

www.thesixthformatdykehouse.com

Dyke House Sixth Form College

www.stockton.ac.uk

Stockton Riverside/ Bede 6th

Form/Skills Academy

www.mbro.ac.uk

Middlesbrough College

www.eastdurham.ac.uk

Houghall College

www.askham-bryan.ac.uk

Askham Bryan College



Poppers' Pop Quiz

5. Would you rather go into the
past and meet your ancestors or
go into the future and meet your
great -great grandchildren?

6.Would you rather snitch on
your best friend for a crime they
committed or go to jail for the
crime they committed?

7. Would you feel worse if no
one showed up to your wedding

or your funeral?

8. Would you rather be 4'5 or
7'7?

7. Who is this Easter Bunny?

8. TRUE or FALSE
Easter falls on the same date

every year

9. Which bird lays the largest
known egg?
a) Ostrich
b) Emu

c) Penguin
d) Kiwi

10. For what is Easter
celebrated?

a) The birth of Jesus
b) The resurrection of Jesus
c) The crucifixion of Jesus

FYI

1. In what Disney film does the
inquisitive rabbit Thumper

feature?

2.What does the rabbit in
Lewis Caroll's Alice In

Wonderland always carry with
him?

3. What happens to the clocks
in spring?

a) they go back an hour
b) they go forward an hour

c) nothing

4. Which British comedian
plays E.B aka the Easter

Bunny's teenage son in Hop?

5. What is the Sunday before
Easter called?

6. Which of these is not a
famous rabbit?
a) Peter Rabbit
b) Bugs Bunny
c) Jessica Rabbit
d) White Rabbit

Compiled by Michael p

Would you rather is a great
way to start up a fun or

interesting conversation.
Now is the perfect time to

talk!!!!

1. Would you rather be feared
by all or loved by all?

2.Would you rather read an
awesome book or watch a good

film?

3. Would you rather have one
nipple or two belly buttons?

4. Would you rather be too hot
or too cold?

Answers on back page
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easter word wheel

The staff and students of The Horizon School, Hartlepool
would like to wish you and your families a very Happy Easter.

We look forward to welcoming you back on Monday 12th April 2021
for a fantastic new term!!

Answer on back page

Compiled by michael P

Compiled by Michael p

This Easter themed word wheel is made from a 9 letter
Easter themed word. Try and find that word, then make as
many words of any length as you can from these letters.
You can only use each letter once, and each word must

include the letter O.
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Month Day, Year Volume ##, Issue ##

A Question of Sport

Answers

1. England won the 2003
Rugby World Cup thanks to
an iconic drop goal from

Jonny Wilkinson. How many
points did England score in

the match?

2. What does WWE stand for?

3. What colour medal did
diver Tom Daley win at

London 2012?

4. The Los Angeles Lakers
and New York Knicks play

which sport?

5. True or false: Ultimate
Frisbee (also known as

‘Ultimate’) is an international
sport?

Compiled by Mr Ainley

Bringing you the latest sports news and results
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AQuestionofSport
Q1-20
Q2-WorldWrestlingEntertainment
Q3-Bronze
Q4-Basketball
Q5-True
Q6-Newcastle
Q7-NovakDjokovic
Q8-RonnieO'Sullivan
Q9-MotorRacing
Q10-Fencing

6. Which North East City was
ex footballer Paul Gascoigne

(Gazza) born in?

7. Who is the current number
one tennis player in the male

rankings?

8. Which snooker player is
nicknamed The Rocket?

9. The late Sabine Schmitz
was famous for her

participation in which sport?

10. In which sport do you wear
a plastron?

We have taken advantage of
the fantastic opportunities on
our school site and booked the
3G pitch at Brierton Sports
Centre for our students each

Tuesday afternoon.

Over the past 6 weeks
students at both Horizon and
the Haven have engaged in
football coaching sessions
under the tutelage of

experienced coaches Mr
Brown and Mr Thompson.

Staff have been impressed by
the students hunger to
improve and the positive

atmosphere which has been
present during all sessions.

Poppers'PopQuiz
Q1-Bambi
Q2-APocketWatch
Q3-b-goforwardonehour
Q4-RussellBrand
Q5-PalmSunday
Q6-c-JessicaRabbit
Q7-SnoopDogg
Q8-False
Q9-a-Ostrich
Q10-b-TheresurrectionofJesus

Head coach Mr Brown feels
these sessions will be

“invaluable” as the team have
the upcoming Alternative

education football league being
held at Evolve. Both coaches
are confident of a high placed
finish with the talent available.

our latest podcast

is all about our return to

school.

bringing you music, news & a few

surprises

coming soon to soundcloud.......

We are excited to be

a part of the

Alternative

Education Football

League for a second

season.

We have a new

team, a new

formation and an

experienced

football coach at the

helm. We wish Mr

Thompson and his

team the best of

luck.

HOWAY LADS!!!

EasterWordWheel-Chocolate

Answers on bottom of this page


